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A NEW WAY OF
SITTING
VL15 is an office chair developed for you, who is sitting
for a long period of time and want a really comfortable
chair. VL15 has as the only office chair in the world, the
newest development within prevention and relief of
back pain. A unique two-part backrest gives new and
improved possibilities for a comfortable and ergonomic
sitting posture with support and movement in the lumbar
and pelvic regions.
The backrest can be adjusted as needed and the lumbar
support provides optimal support for the lumbar and
pelvic regions no matter how you position yourself on
the chair. The backrest activates and promotes a healthy,
upright posture which is unique compared to other
backrests currently on the market.
VL15 is an elegant and stylish office chair with a chrome
5-star base and a large selection of textiles and leather
from Danish quality manufacturers. As a standard the
VL15 is available with the new eco-friendly Swing textile.
It is made from wool from New Zealand and recycled
polyester and its geometric structure creates a wonderful,
living impression which is available in 29 colors.
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A TRIBUTE TO VERMUND LARSEN
Vermund Larsen A/S was established in 1935 in the northern part of Denmark. The company
was founded by Mr. Vermund Larsen. Mr. Larsen passed away in 1970, but the company lives and
works in his spirit and tradition.
Mr. Larsen was an interior architect by education and an entrepreneur by heart. He became
one of the pioneers behind ergonomically correct office chairs, and he was passionate about
design, form and function. This passion for creating beautiful products was an essential driver
for him. Currently VERMUND thrives as a company, working with seating as a focus competence.
The company is diversified in three business units, all with design, functionality and high-end
quality as a common denominator.
VERMUND is the business unit caring for design furniture and is a tribute to Vermund Larsen.
The chairs are all designed and manufactured in Denmark, upholding our tradition for handcraft
and beautiful furniture.
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